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A table runner in a modern geometric
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design trends

Prints Charming
From straight lines, color blocks and soft florals, today’s patterns are giving
textiles a modern spin
by Taylor Arnold
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If you’ve paid any attention to interior design trends over the last few years,
chances are you’ve noticed quite a bit of mid-century modern and
bohemian-inspired décor. While neutral color palettes have dominated
interior spaces, 2017 has seen an increase in bolder, brighter colors and
patterns. These trends are emerging in textiles as well, so we’ve gone to the
industry experts to get their take on what prints are big in fabrics right now
—and which ones will stand the test of time.
When it comes to color, most designers agree that bolder hues are
beginning to upstage the more neutral tones of the past few years. “Teal has
taken a stand this year, but it’s being tied in with neutrals such as beiges,
grays and chalky whites,” says Brooke Adler, owner of Brooke Adler
Interiors. “Blues are always on trend, so we’re seeing a lot of denim blues,
and of course navy is still going strong.”
Designer Melissa Lee, owner of New South Home, agrees. “Clients are
starting to get onboard with peacock blue,” she says. “It has a hint of green,
but reads more blue. Sherwin-Williams’ color of the year is Oceanside,
which is similar. Rich green emerald or dark hunter is making a comeback in
upholstery and paint. Where it’s been so popular to do these all-neutral
rooms, we’re seeing a shift to rich, bold paints with contrasting white fabric
or trim.
There’s a definite shift toward the use of more color.”
Also noteworthy is blush pink, which has become a new neutral. “Light pale
blush is a color I’ve been seeing a lot in market, especially since rose quartz
was Pantone’s color of the year in 2016,” Lee says. “Now it’s not just in little
girls’ rooms, but in family spaces and living spaces as well. People are
starting to get it.”

As for

patterns, think simple lines and geometric designs.
“Ethnic and boho prints have been prevalent this

year—especially tribal, Turkish and Moroccan—as well as updated
geometrics, Ikat, medallion, antelope and plaids,” Adler says. “There’s lots
of pattern and texture mixing this year.” And while geometric prints are still
holding strong, many of these patterns are getting an update. “We’re
definitely seeing a movement from trellis prints to more straight edges,
diamond patterns, hexagon patterns and squares,” Lee says. “Instead of
soft edges, we’re switching to straight edges.”
With the farmhouse style being so popular, striped patterns have never been
more on point. “I think stripes are just classic, and they never go out of
style,” Lee says. “If you do a sofa in pinstripe, nobody is going to say that’s
out of style in 10 years. The way stripes are going is more of a classic
pinstripe more so than a wide canopy stripe.”
Animal print, on the other hand, is a more polarizing trend. “There are clients
who love it and others who hate it, and that will never change,” Lee says.
According to Adler, antelope has been big in 2017. “There always seems to
be an animal print on trend, but it does vary every few years,” she says. “It
tends to look more trendy, but the key is to keep it toned down by using it
as an accent and tying it in with other prints. If you get tired of it, it’s easy to
switch out if you don’t overdo it.”
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Shades of blue tied in with soft neutrals.

The same is generally true with faux animal hides. “I’ve seen people using it
in small doses like on a footstool or a small bench at the end of the bed,”
Lee says. “Faux suede and faux fur are great for pillows,” Adler adds. “Faux
materials have gotten to be very realistic looking and are very practical
price-wise and also functionally.”
Florals are having a moment as well, particularly with the blush color being
so prominent. “Watercolor florals are in, as well as cutout velvet florals and
florals mixed with animals such as birds or deer,” Adler says. “A great way
to do florals without going overboard is to do a floral print in a neutral or
with more muted colors.” The key is making sure the floral has an updated
color palette. “I recently saw this at market—there’s some really modern,
clean lines, or very traditional, antique looks,” Lee says. “I’m seeing really
big florals, and softer, blush colored flowers with black as a background,
whether upholstery fabric or wallpaper.”
Other mainstays like plaid, houndstooth and paisley will always have a place
in fabric prints, particularly in a more traditional Southern home. “Menswear
has made a comeback this year (houndstooth, herringbone and plaid),
mostly in both dark and light neutrals with one or two pops of color,” Adler
says. “A lot of fabric designers are redoing buffalo checks in different colors,
but that’s kind of trendy,” Lee adds. “A more classic way is a windowpane
plaid. As for houndstooth, 70 percent of my clients like it because it’s just
classic. I have a houndstooth pattern I’ve probably used in 10 houses.”
Looking ahead, design trends will likely include more and more unexpected
accent hues. “Mid-century modern is such a big thing, and it’s interesting to
see how Charlotte, being such a traditional place, will accept and
incorporate it into design,” Lee says. “Mustard yellow is coming in with
greens and navys—that look is very fresh.” She also predicts a modern take
on pattern draperies. “We’ll see a lot more solid, color block draperies
versus pattern ones,” she says. “Color block looks more clean and modern.
With trends, everything is shifting so far over to modern, so we’re really
modernizing everything we do.” H | D
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